
Sr No. LLM
1 Which term will replace the question mark in the series: ABD,DGK,HMS,MTB,SBL, ?

Alt1 ZKU
Alt2 ZKW
Alt3 ZAB
Alt4 XKW

2 Choose word from the given options which bears the same relationship to the third word, as the first two bears:
Illiteracy: Education:: Flood:?

Alt1 Rain
Alt2 Bridge
Alt3 Dam
Alt4 River

3 Select the lettered pair that has the same relationship as the original pair of words:
Sip :
 Gulp

Alt1 Touch: Push
Alt2 Cup: Class
Alt3 Tent: Hut
Alt4 Soup: Water

4 Select the lettered pair that has the same relationship as the original pair of words:
Low : Cattle

Alt1 Sheep: Beef
Alt2 Gaggle: Chicken
Alt3 Grunt: Hogs
Alt4 Flock: Goat

5 Find out the number that has the same relationship as the numbers of the given pair:
8 : 81 : : 64 : ?

Alt1 125
Alt2 137
Alt3 525
Alt4 625

6 Spot the defective segment from the following:
Alt1 It’s time 
Alt2 the students dispersed 
Alt3 to go to home 
Alt4 after study hours 

7 There is no -------- in our car and it is already crowded.
Alt1 room    
Alt2 place
Alt3 seat



Alt4 space

8 Newton ---------- loved his pet dog very much.
Alt1 a scientist    
Alt2 the scientist    
Alt3 scientist  
Alt4 one scientist  

9 Choose the option closest in meaning to the given word:    
JINGOISM

Alt1 deism
Alt2 chauvinism
Alt3 extremism
Alt4 pacifism 

10 Choose the antonymous option you consider the best: 
QUACK

Alt1 bizarre
Alt2 procurer
Alt3 charlatan
Alt4 authority

11 In a village there are 1000 persons. Out of which 800 are literates.  Out of 1000,700 are criminals. There are 550 
literate criminals in that village. How many Illiterate non criminals are there?

Alt1 150
Alt2 250
Alt3 50
Alt4 200

12 Average weight of A,B,C is 45;
 Average weight of A&B is 40;
 Average weight of B&c is 43, Weight of B is

Alt1 17
Alt2 20
Alt3 26
Alt4 31

13 Which of the following cannot be the Median of the three positive Integers X,Y & Z ?
Alt1 X
Alt2 Z
Alt3 X+Z
Alt4 (X+Z)/3

14 How many Zero's are there in the product 1*2*3*------*10
Alt1 2
Alt2 10
Alt3 5



Alt4 6

15 A,B,C,D work on a project. Together A,B &C  can complete in 100 days; Together B,C &D can complete in 101 
days; Together C,D & A can complete in 102 days; together D,A & B can complete in 103 days . Rank them from 
the best to the worst performer.

Alt1 C>B>A>D
Alt2 C>A>B>D
Alt3 D>B>A>C
Alt4 D>A>B>C

16 22 Students are evenly spaced on the circumference of a big circle. They are numbered  1to 22. which number is 
opposite to 17?

Alt1 8
Alt2 5
Alt3 7
Alt4 6

17       The fare of a luxury cab is Rs. X for the first five Kilometres and Rs,13/- per Kilometre thereafter. If a 
passenger pays Rs.2402/- for a journey of 187 kilometres, what is the value of X ?

Alt1 Rs.29     
Alt2 Rs.39   
Alt3 Rs.36    
Alt4  Rs.31

18     An HR Company employs 4800 people out of which 45 per cent are males and 60 per cent of males are either 
25 years or older. How many males are employed in that company who are younger than 25 years ?

Alt1 2640
Alt2 2160
Alt3 1296
Alt4 864

19  A person buys a shirt with marked price Rs.400/- at 20% discount. In order to make a profit of 20% the person 
should sell the shirt for 

Alt1 Rs.400/-     
Alt2 Rs.384/-             
Alt3 Rs.320/-
Alt4 Rs.480/- 

20 The following information is given:(i) Five friends P, Q, R. S and T travelled to five different cities of Chennai, 
Calcutta, Delhi,                          Bangalore and Hyderabad by five different modes of transport of Bus, Train, 
Aeroplane, Car and Boat from Mumbai. (ii) The person who travelled to Delhi did not travel by boat.
(iii) R went to Bangalore by car and Q went to Calcutta by aeroplane.(iv) S travelled by boat whereas T travelled 
by train.
(v) Mumbai is not connected by bus to Delhi and Chennai.  Which of the following combinations of place and 
mode is not correct ?



Alt1 Delhi — Bus 
Alt2 Calcutta — Aeroplane
Alt3 Bangalore — Car
Alt4 Chennai   — Boat 

21 The charge of impeachment against the President of India for his removal can be preferred by
Alt1 Both Houses of Parliament 
Alt2 Speaker of Lok Sabha and Chairman of Rajya Sabha 
Alt3 Rajya Sabha
Alt4 Lok Sabha 

22 The words socialist and secular were added in the constitution 
Alt1    42nd Amendment
Alt2      44th Amendment
Alt3    40th Amendment
Alt4        41st Amendment

23 When proclamation of emergency is issued by the President under Article 352 of the Constitution of India: 

Alt1   Fundamental Rights are automatically suspended 

Alt2    The freedoms under Article 19. are automatically suspended and other Fundamental Rights, can be suspended by and 
order of the President.

Alt3    The freedoms under Article 19 are automatically suspended and other Fundamental Rights, except those under Articles 20 
and 21 can be suspended by an order of the President.

Alt4 Only the freedoms under Article 19 are suspended and other Fundamental Rights cannot be 

24 Article 141 of the Constitution of India provides law declared by the Supreme Court to be  binding on all courts 
within the territory of India “All Courts’., here  implies :

Alt1     Courts including Supreme Courts
Alt2      Courts and Tribunals
Alt3      Judicial Courts
Alt4    Courts excluding Supreme Court 

25 Match List-1 with List-II and select the correct answer from the codes given below the Lists.

Alt1 (A:2) (B:4)  (C:3) (D:1)
Alt2 (A:1) (B:3)  (C:4) (D:2)
Alt3 (A:2) (B:3) (C:4) D:1)
Alt4 (A:1) (B:4)  (C:3) (D:2)



26 Jurisprudence is the study of ___________ law
Alt1 Religious 
Alt2 Moral 
Alt3 Ethical 
Alt4 Positive

27 Legal Realism is the theory of law according to which ‘law is the _______ of court.
Alt1 Wisdom 
Alt2 Understanding 
Alt3 Practice 
Alt4 weapon

28 Systematic arrangement of rules in a single document concerning a particular subject in a way as to avoid 
inconsistency and overlapping. The process is known as ______.

Alt1 Legislation 
Alt2 Codification 
Alt3 Prescription 
Alt4 Administration

29 Which of the following is not an essential condition for a valid contract
Alt1     Registration
Alt2    Consideration
Alt3     Free consent
Alt4 Lawful object

30 A and B contract to marry each other. Before the time fixed for the marriage A goes mad. In such a case the 
contract is:

Alt1 Void 
Alt2 Voidable 
Alt3 Valid 
Alt4 None of these

31 What can a catalogue of books, listing price of each book and specifying the place where the listed books are 
available be termed as.

Alt1 An offer
Alt2 An obligation of sell book
Alt3 An invitation to offer
Alt4 A promise to make available the book at the listed place

32 Which principal organ of the United Nations has no work, and is not therefore functioning?
Alt1    The Economic and Social Council
Alt2     The Secretariat
Alt3      The Trusteeship Council
Alt4   The International Court of Justice

33 Which of the following is subsidiary means for determination of rules of International Law according to ICJ 
statutes?



Alt1      International Conventions
Alt2       International Customs
Alt3     General Principles of law recognized by civilized nations
Alt4     Judicial decisions of various nations

34 Which of the following is not correct?
Alt1  De facto government is entitled to diplomatic representation
Alt2 De facto recognition is only provisional
Alt3  De jure government retains property situated abroad
Alt4       De facto government enjoys immunities from suits

35 Number of Judges of International Court of Justice is
Alt1 Nine
Alt2 Twelve
Alt3 Fifteen
Alt4 None of these

36 Which of the following best describe the concept of human rights?
Alt1 Laws about rights contained in the Australian Constitution
Alt2 The existence of UN peacekeeping forces around the world
Alt3 Basic rights and freedoms to which all humans are entitled
Alt4 The rights to freedom of speech and religion

37 Which of the following best describes "state sovereignty"?
Alt1 The right of a country to appoint a King or Queen
Alt2 The right of a country to make its own laws
Alt3 Universal suffrage
Alt4 The right of a country to negotiate and enter into treaties with other countries

38 Under the Transfer of Property Act, 1882, "attached to earth" means:
(I) routed in the earth, as in the case of trees and shrubs;
(II) imbedded in the earth as in the case of walls and buildings; or
(III) attached to what is so imbedded for the permanent beneficial enjoyment of that to which it is attached.

Alt1 only (I) and (II) are correct
Alt2 only (II) and (III) are correct
Alt3 only (I) and (III) are correct
Alt4 all (I), (II) and (III) are correct

39 Paragraphs 2 and 3, sections 59, 107 and 123 shall be read as supplemented to:
Alt1 Indian Contract Act, 1872
Alt2 ndian Registration Act, 1908
Alt3 General Clauses Act, 1897
Alt4 Sale of Goods Act, 1930

40 The following can not be exploited by assigning or by licensing the rights to others.



Alt1 Patents
Alt2 Designs
Alt3 Trademark
Alt4 All of the above

41 Symbol of Maharaja of Air India is
Alt1  Copyright
Alt2  Patent
Alt3  Trademark
Alt4  All of the above

42 In India, the literary work is protected until
Alt1 Lifetime of author
Alt2  25 years after the death of author
Alt3  40 years after the death of author
Alt4 60 years after the death of author

43 International organization with objective to encourage creative activity and to promote intellectual property 
throughout world is

Alt1  WIPO
Alt2  UPU
Alt3  IBRD
Alt4 UNDP

44 Men may come and men may go but the company exists. this explains which characteristics of company

Alt1 separate legal entity 
Alt2 perpetual succession 
Alt3 capacity to sue 
Alt4 unlimited liability

45 The physical force of the state behind law is called as ________. 
Alt1 Governance 
Alt2 Army 
Alt3 Public Order 
Alt4 Sanction 

46 Legal Realism was analyzed in United State by
Alt1 Salmond 
Alt2 Holmes 
Alt3 Austin 
Alt4 Grotius

47 The case Derry v Peak is related to
Alt1 Fraud
Alt2 Consideration
Alt3 Undue influence



Alt4 Registration

48 The doctrain of indoor management is an --------to the doctrain of constructive notice 
Alt1 execption  
Alt2 extension  
Alt3 alternative  
Alt4 none of these 

49  The term 'legal theory' was first coined by______
Alt1  Friedmann
Alt2  Austin
Alt3  Salmond
Alt4  Bentham

50  A bid at an auction sale is _________________
Alt1  an implied offer to buy
Alt2  an express offer to buy
Alt3  an invitation to come to bid
Alt4  an invitation to buy

51  
The concept of Fundamental Duties has been borrowed from __________

Alt1  American Constitution
Alt2  Irish Constitutin
Alt3  USSR Constitution
Alt4  Canadian Constitution

52  The Comptroller and Auditor General submits the reports of accounts of the Union to _____________

Alt1  the Parliament
Alt2  the President
Alt3  the Prime Minister
Alt4  the Central Government

53  The GATT has been replaced by _______________
Alt1  IMF
Alt2  World Bank
Alt3  WIPO
Alt4  WTO

54  In Golaknath v. State of Punjab, it was remarked by ______________________ that 'Preamble contains the 
ideals and aspirations'. 

Alt1  Mathew, J
Alt2  Krishna Iyer, J
Alt3  Subba Rao, J
Alt4  H.R Khanna, J



55  When a valid offer is made by one party to the other and such other party gives his acceptance to the offer, 
both parties have entered into a/an ___________

Alt1  proposal
Alt2  acceptance
Alt3  agreement
Alt4  contract

56  Due to floods, eruption of volcanos, raising of corals in the shape of islands etc, create certain new lands and 
add the territory of the state.  It is called ____________

Alt1  accretion
Alt2  cession
Alt3  prescription
Alt4  annexation

57  'CSR is the voluntary commitment by businesses to manage their role in society in a responsible way'.  It is thus 
defined by____________

Alt1  Amnesty International
Alt2  International Chamber of Commerce
Alt3  International Finance Corporation
Alt4  Company Law Tribunal

58  Membership for nations in the UN is given on the basis of decision of the  ___________________
Alt1  General Assembly
Alt2  General Assembly on recommendation of Security Council
Alt3  Security Council
Alt4  Security Council on the recommendation of the General Assembly

59  Which is not specifically mentioned as a kind of mortgage in the Transfer of Property Act?
Alt1  Equitable mortgage
Alt2  Anomalous mortgage
Alt3  Mortgage by deposit of title deeds
Alt4  English mortgage

60  The Constitution of India is framed to work as a ____________
Alt1  unitary system
Alt2  federal system in normal times and unitary system in emergency
Alt3  federal system
Alt4  unitary system in normal times and federal system in emergency

61   Who defined contract as 'an agreement, upon a sufficient consideration to do or not to do, a particular thing' ?

Alt1  Blackstone
Alt2  Pollock
Alt3  Anson
Alt4  Austin

62  The term 'United Nations' was coined by _______________



Alt1  Winston Churchill
Alt2  Roosevelt
Alt3  Stalin
Alt4 Clement Atlee

63  For the purpose of sanction of scheme pertaining to revival and rehabilitation of sick company, it shall be placed 
before _______________

Alt1  creditors of company
Alt2  company secretary
Alt3  Board of Directors
Alt4  shareholders

64  A mortgagor who has executed two ro more mortgages in favour of the same mortgagee, in absence of contract 
to the contrary ______________

Alt1  bound to redeem all mortgages together
Alt2  entitled to redeem any one mortgage searately or any two or more mortgages together
Alt3  not entitled to redeem any one mortgage separately
Alt4  bound to redeem at least two mortgages together.

65  Assertion  (A) : Under Article 141 of the Constitution of India, the decisions of Supreme Court is binding on all 
courts.

Reason (R) : Supreme Court is bound by its earlier decisions.
 Examine the Assertion and Reason and state the correct option.

Alt1  A and R are true, and  R is  the correct explanation of A
Alt2  A and R are true, but R is not the correct explanation of A
Alt3  A is true, but R is  false
Alt4  A is false, but R is true

66  'Law is without doubt, a remedy for greater evil, yet it brings with it its own evils'.---  who said this ?

Alt1  Pound
Alt2   Hobbes
Alt3  Friedmann
Alt4   Salmond

67  The Doctrine of Restitution means______________
Alt1  if a person has unjustly enriched himself, equity demands that such property or goods be restored to a minor

Alt2  if a minor  fraudulently had unjustly enriched himself, equity demands that such property or goods be restored by minor

Alt3  if minor has justly enriched himself, equity demands that such property need not be restored
Alt4  if minor had unjustly enriched himself, that need not be restored by him

68  Asser on (A): ICJ has power to decide cases on equity.
Reason (R) : Equity is one of the General Principles of law recognized by Civilized Na ons

By analyzing the Assertion and Reason identify the correct answer.



Alt1  A and R are true, and R is the correct explanation of A
Alt2  A and R are true, but R is not the correct explanatin of A
Alt3  A is true, but R is false
Alt4  A is false, but R is true

69   Article 361 of the Constitution guarantees to the President several privileges except_____________

Alt1  that he is not answerable to any court for exercise of powers and duties
Alt2  that he can not be removed from his office until he completes his term
Alt3  that no civil or criminal proceedings can be instituted against him
Alt4  that no process can be issued for his arrest or imprisonment

70  A, a minor borrows ten thousand rupees from B and he ratifies  it after attaining majority. Is it valid in law?

Alt1  Yes,  A after attaining majority can ratify.
Alt2  Yes, A is estopped from denying loan availed
Alt3  No, since minor's cntract is absolutely void, no question of ratification arises.
Alt4  Yes, as past consideration is valid in Contract Act.

71 Assertion (A): Secularism is a basic feature of the Constitution of India in the sense that the State should be 
neutral to different religions.

Reason (R): Aticle 44 of the DIrective Principles of State Policy states that Uniform Civil Code may be 
implemented.

From the Assertion and Reason, state the correct answer.
Alt1 Both A and R are true, but R is not the correct explanation of A 
Alt2  Both A and R are true, and R is the correct explanation of A
Alt3  A is true, but R is false
Alt4  R is true, but A is false

72  If the pawnor makes  default in payment of debt, at the stipulated time______________
Alt1  pawnee has a right to sell the goods pledged without notice to the pawnor
Alt2  pawnee has a right to sell the goods pledged after giving a reasonabe notice of sale to the pawnor
Alt3  neither of them has  a right to sell, but pawnee can sue the pawnor
Alt4  pawnee cannot sell, but can retain goods as collateral security

73  X, a money lender, advances Rs 10,000/- to Y, a poor farmer, and by undue influence, induces Y to execute a 
bond for Rs. 20,000/- with interest @ 10 % per month.  In the factual situation, which is the most appropriate 
legal result?

Alt1  The contract between X and Y is valid, as it was made in the due course of business
Alt2  Court may order Y to repay Rs 10,000/- to X  with 10 % interest per month.
Alt3  Court may set aside the bond, ordering Y to repay Rs 10,000/- with such interest as it may deem just 
Alt4  Court may initiate penal action against X  for extracting huge interest.

74  Parliament can make any law for the whole or  any part of India for implementing international 
treaties_____________



Alt1  with the consent of all states
Alt2  with the consent of   majority of states
Alt3  with the consent of  states concerned
Alt4  without the consent of any states

75  'Preambe of our Constitution is of extreme importance and constitution should be read and interpreted in the 
light of the noble vision in the Preamble'- the above observation was made by Sikri,CJ in _____________

Alt1  Kesavananda Bharati v.State of Kerala
Alt2  Inre Beru Bari Union
Alt3  AK Gopalan v.State of Madras
Alt4 In re Kerala Education Bill

76 What is the principle laid down in Kesavananda Bharathi v State of Kerala (1973) 4 SCC 225 ?
Alt1 Doctrine of Separation of Powers
Alt2 Rule of Law
Alt3 Basic Stucture doctrine
Alt4 Principle of Judicial Review

77 Which of the following is a Non Justiciable Right under The Constitution of India? 
Alt1 Right to Privacy
Alt2 Right to Property
Alt3 Right to Healthy Environment
Alt4 Right to Uniform Civil Code

78 Who is the ex-officio chairman of the Council of States?
Alt1 President of India
Alt2 Vice-President of India
Alt3 Speaker of Lok Sabha
Alt4 Minister of Parliamentary affairs

79 Which of the following Article deals with the Doctrine of Pleasure ?
Alt1 Article 308
Alt2 Article 310
Alt3 Article 312
Alt4 Article 315

80 Who propounded the concept of 'Grundnorm'? 
Alt1 Paton
Alt2 Ihring
Alt3 Pollock
Alt4 Kelsen

81 FInd theTheory of Law which treats Law as the command of the sovereign.
Alt1 Imperative Theory of Law
Alt2 Theory of Social Engineering
Alt3 Pure Theory of Law



Alt4 Historical Theory of Law

82 Suit for Foreclosure can be filed by
Alt1 Donee
Alt2 Mortgagee
Alt3 Donor
Alt4 Mortgagor

83 What is transferred under a Lease
Alt1 Right of Enjoyment
Alt2 Right of Ownership
Alt3 Right of Redemption
Alt4 Right of Easement

84 Find the landmark case in which the court held that 'Minor's contract is void ab initio'
Alt1 Tweedle v Atkinson
Alt2 Allcard v Skinner
Alt3 Taylor v Caldwell
Alt4 Mohori Bibi v Dharmadas Ghose

85 What is meant by 'Consensus ad idem'?
Alt1 Difference of Opinion
Alt2 Meeting of Minds
Alt3 Mutual Mistake of Parties
Alt4 Unlawful consideration

86 Factor is
Alt1 A Principal
Alt2 A Partner
Alt3 A Surety
Alt4 An Agent

87 What type of company is recently introduced by The Companies Act, 2013?
Alt1 Foreign Company
Alt2 Unlimited Company
Alt3 Single Person Company
Alt4 Subsidiary Company

88 What is the most important document of a Company
Alt1 Prospectus
Alt2 Articles of Association
Alt3 Memorandum of Association
Alt4 Annual Report

89 Which organ of UN is subjected to the primary responsibility of Maintenance of International Peace and 
Security?

Alt1 General Assembly



Alt2 Security Council
Alt3 International Court of Justice
Alt4 UN Secretariate

90 Who is considered as the father of modern International Law?
Alt1 John Austin
Alt2 Salmond
Alt3 Jeremy Bentham
Alt4 Hugo Grotius

91 Which of the following Theory of Punishment is least relevant for a modern welfare criminal legal system?

Alt1 Deterrent Theory
Alt2 Retributive Theory
Alt3 Preventive Theory
Alt4 Reformative Theory

92 Attorney General of India is appointed under
Alt1 Article 76 of the Constitution of India
Alt2 Article 79 of the Constitution of India
Alt3 Article 67 of the Constitution of India
Alt4 Article 98 of the Constitution of India

93 Find the principle which underlie the binding nature of Precedents
Alt1 Obiter dicta
Alt2 Ejusdem generis
Alt3 Stare decisis
Alt4 Animus possidendi

94 Which of the following UN specialised agency focuses on the Protection and development of Environment?

Alt1 UNHCR
Alt2 UNEP
Alt3 UNDP
Alt4 UNODC

95 Find the amendment of the Constitution which recognised Right to Education as a Fundamental Right.

Alt1 The Constitution (Eighty-Fourth Amendment) Act, 2001
Alt2 The Constitution (Eighty-Sixth Amendment) Act, 2002
Alt3 The Constitution (Eighty-Eighth Amendment) Act, 2003
Alt4 The Constitution (Eighty-Ninth Amendment) Act, 2003

96 "The Law is without doubt a remedy for greater evils, yet it brings with it evils of its own" - It is propounded by

Alt1 Plato
Alt2 Justin



Alt3 Aristotle
Alt4 Salmond

97 Which of the following is a right one has in the property owned by another?
Alt1 Right in re propria
Alt2 Right in re aliena
Alt3 Right in rem
Alt4 Right in personam

98 Which of the following is an Actionable claim?
Alt1 A Decree of the court 
Alt2 Debt secured by mortgage
Alt3 Claims for arrears of rent
Alt4 Right to get damages for a tort

99 A prospectus which does not include complete particulars of the quantum or price of the securities is known as 

Alt1 Red Herring Prospectus
Alt2 Shelf Prospectus
Alt3 Abridged Prospectus
Alt4 Information Memorandum

100 What is meant by 'Jus Cogens'?
Alt1 A norm from which no derogation is permitted
Alt2 A norm which had no Legal validity
Alt3 A norm upheld by the Judiciary
Alt4 A norm subjected to Judicial Scrutny


